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„In biology, as in mechanics, one of the best ways to
figure out how something works is to break it.“

Vogel, Science (2000) 288, 1160



Genome editing

• To understand the function of  a gene or a protein: direct mutation and study of  the effects
on the organism.

• To understand relation between genes and diseases thus improving available therapeutic
approaches (i.e. cancer, heritable diseases).

• Revealing unknown biological procesesses that could be crucial in the establishment of  a 
defined pathology.



How do we make genetically modified mice?
We genetically manipulate the embryos 
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Transgenic mice



Capecchi (2005) Nature Reviews Genetics 6, 507

Genetically modified ES cells



Genetically modified ES cells



CRISPR-Cas



CRISPR-Cas: its simple origin

Streptococcus pyogenes Viruses

Viruses on bacteria



CRISPR-Cas: its simple origin



Bacteria has evolved against viruses..

• RESTRICTION ENZYMES: 
DNA-cutting enzymes that recognizes specific sequences. 
They act as molecular scissors of  the viral DNA

• IMMUNE SYSTEM:

It is a defense against viruses infection well known in almost 50% of  the bacteria,
but also present in Archea and Eubacteria.



How does CRISPR work in bacteria?

C: Clustered
R: Regularly
I: Interspaced
S: Short
P: Palindromic
R: Repeats



How does CRISPR work in bacteria?



Feng Zhang



CRISPR-Cas system works also in eukaryotic cells



Molecular mechanism of  the CRISPR-Cas system



Cas9 can cut any target dsDNA: PAM site is crucial!



What happens if a dsDNA break occur?





Versatile nature of  CRISPR technology

Jeffry et al., 2014 
Nature Biotechnology



Cas9 modifications and their applications



CRISPR-Cas: why it is so revolutionary?

ü Simple: it only requires two components gRNA and protein

ü Precise: can target any sequence in the genome –base pairing-

ü Universal: it works in bacteria, plants, animals

üMultitasking: ability to target different sites at the same time -use multiple gRNAs-

ü Broad applicability to both in vivo and ex vivo systems



CRISPR reagents timeline: super fast !!!!!



Therapeutic applications in humans

• Heritable diseases (Cystic fibrosis, Duchenne
muscular distrophy)

• Cancer

• Immunological diseases



CRISPR applications in Agriculture

ü Potential tool for developing virus resistant crop varieties

ü CRISPR can be used to eradicate unwanted species like herbicide resistant weeds, insect pest

ü Developing biotic and abiotic resistant traits in plan



CRISPR impact on scientific publications



CRISPR… the bad: OFF-TARGETS effects



Multiple sites targeting: on target/off-targets effects



Nature, March 2016


